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Hardware requirements
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Hardware requirements

PC or server con�guration for large-scale simulations

RAM - at least 32 GB, 128 - optimal (196 GB - possible)

Processor - One or two multi-thread Intel R©Xeon R©that
support large sizes of RAM and 64-bit operating system

Hard drives - those delivering ultimate performance in terms of
writing/reading:

modern SSD with PCI-Express
HDD, 10-12'000 RPM spin speed SATA 6 Gb/s including 64
MB cache

Ideally, each computing on separate physical disk (not
partition)

Display - optimally two 21" panoramic screens
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Getting started

Preliminary assumptions before generation of FE model

1 decide how to generate the model

full 3D macromodeling
2D macromodeing followed by extension of 2D FE mesh to 3D
model
mixed approach

2 try to estimate number of FE elements with respect to the
analysis type, material types

Approximate numbers for ZSoil v2016

Large model 250′000− 500′000 DOFs
Very large model 500′000− 1′000′000 DOFs
Extremely large model > 1′000′000 DOFs
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Getting started

Excavation and construction stages

anticipate di�erent cases/solutions before model generation;
one model may include many di�erent solutions which are
activated using existence functions

de�ne zones of medium to large deformations to optimize
model extents

try to represent excavation/construction stages as realistically
as possible

Excavation stages: see VIDEO
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Getting started

Choice of analysis type and material

1 Analysis type:

adapt an adequate type of analysis to the problem you are
studying (steady-state, purely undrained, consolidation)
make sure that the size of the model is adapted to the analysis
type and number of excavation stages (e.g. consolidation
requires 30% more equations)

2 Materials:

use relevant constitutive laws with respect to the goal of
analysis (e.g. bearing capacity or serviceability)
apply adequate constitutive laws to the material that you
would like to describe to
make sure that you have enough data to identify model
parameters
make sure that your theoretical background corresponds to the
selected constitutive laws
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Pre-processing

MESH QUALITY - overview

Mesh quality depends on the shape of elements (ratio hx/hy )

Most accurate results will be obtained for regular (structured)
meshes with the aspect ratio approx. 1.0

In 3D, it can be di�cult (we will see how to handle such cases)

Stratigraphy can be automatically generated (in most cases
using Boreholes and Kriging method can be successfully
applied)
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Pre-processing

MESH QUALITY - unstructured vs structured meshing
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Pre-processing

MESH REFINEMENT: 1→ 3 scheme

NB. Number of nodes end elements may quickly arise; method also available in 3D
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Pre-processing

MESH REFINEMENT: Nodal Links

1 AUTOMATIC: FE model/Nodal link/Create on aut.sel.nodes-elements

2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC:
Select unconnected nodes: Lists/Nodes/select with inconsistent

split

Then use the method: FE model/Nodal link/Create on node(s) -

aut.sel.elements
3 Finally, select degrees of freedom to be tied and de�ne EFs
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Pre-processing

MESH REFINEMENT: Nodal Links

In such a case Nodal Links will not work correctly

The nodes from �ne mesh should always be attached to the
coarse mesh
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Pre-processing

General rules for Nodal Links

Nodes of elements to which other nodes are linked cannot be
linked with any other element (overconstraining of kinematics)

Therefore it is not possible to link the nodes from the �ne
mesh to the coarse one, and vice versa (possible in penalty
type kinematic constraints, to be discussed later on)

In 3D analyses, the nodal link method is especially useful for:
1 applying nodal forces computed by other engineering

applications as reactions to, for example, a foundation raft
analyzed with the aid of ZSoil

2 applying linear loads to foundation rafts (via arti�cial beams)
3 connecting struts (trusses) with retaining walls (shells)
4 tying incompatible meshes of the model, e.g. structural part

and the foundation
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Pre-processing

Nodal Links: examples of applications

Select nodes of the �ctitious beam and then create Nodal link
using option FE model/Nodal link/On node(s)

Fictitious beam element should be split to get element sizes
compatible with the element sizes in the foundation raft (in
this case, length of beam elements should be smaller than of
shell ones)
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Pre-processing

Nodal Links: examples

Mesh re�nement for continuum Linking structural elements
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Pre-processing

Nodal Links: inaccuracy

Solution 1: Kinematic constraints (penalty method)

Solution 2: Mesh tying (highly accurate method for linking
incompatible meshes but expensive in computation)
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Pre-processing

Kinematic constraints

The method is not exact (see deformation due to gravity load) but
the �ne mesh can be attached to the coarser one, and vice-versa
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Pre-processing

Mesh Tying vs Kinematic Constraints

The method allows the constraints to be satis�ed in the exact
manner; it is enough to attach the upper part to the lower one
or lower to to the upper)
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Pre-processing

Mesh Tying: creation

Initial nonconforming mesh

Hidden
zone

Create group of edges
with label

Create group of edges
with label

NB. Piles, anchors should not cross mesh tying interfaces.
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Pre-processing

Mesh Tying: creation

Creating the mesh tying interface is carried out as follows:
1 Select edges (2D) or faces (3D) of the �rst part of the mesh and give a label to

them
2 Repeat the operation for the second part of the mesh
3 Apply the mesh tying technique on interface between a pair of labeled edges or

faces
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Pre-processing

Nodal link vs Mesh tying: Problem statement

Surface load 100 kPa
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Pre-processing

Contours of σy obtained with Nodal Links
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Pre-processing

Contours of σy obtained with Mesh Tying
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Pre-processing

EFFICIENT MODEL BUILDING
Accelerating model generation

Model merging for team working and faster model discretization

prepare the skeleton of the model in CAD application software;
*.dxf is the drawing exchange format, for enabling data
interoperability between CAD software and ZSoil

preparation of boreholes, material parameters, entire model
segments and many other elements can be prepared in separate
�les and merged in the very �nal stage of model generation
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Pre-processing

Preparation of model skeleton with CAD applications

Preliminary data preparation and importing *.dxf �le: importing
wall contour

Macromodel/Objects/Import from DXF

CAD preview
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Pre-processing

Preparation of model skeleton with CAD applications

Preliminary data preparation and importing *.dxf �le: structure
geometry generated with the aid of CAD application

CAD preview

Assembling macromodel components
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Pre-processing

Merging model data

Importing settings from another inp �le

Main ZSoil window

Dialog for data import
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Pre-processing

Model data merging and fast de�ntion

Direct data editing text (ASCII)
*.inp �le

prepare data in Excel �les
or scripts (Python, Matlab,
etc.)

use text editor to edit data
(e.g. Notepad)

Example: Finding boreholes by ".gbh"
term or borehole labels
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Pre-processing

E�cient work�ow

use names for labeling objects (e.g. loads, anchor, beams, etc.)
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Pre-processing

E�cient work�ow

grouping excavation and load time functions can be
advantageous for faster de�nition or modi�cation of objects
parameters (attributes), e.g. anchors:
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Pre-processing

Accelerating model generation

hide unnecessarily previewed objects

disabling Undo may substantially accelerate Pre-Pro in the
case of very large 3D meshes

think twice before applying changes
do not forget to frequently save your work
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Pre-processing

Tackling complex geometries and intersections

1 Find the most complicated point or expected most deformed
zone in the model

2 Use auxiliary surfaces to automatically create intersections
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Pre-processing

Tackling complex geometries and intersections

3 Start generating subdomains around the most complicated
point of the model
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Pre-processing

Tackling complex geometries and intersections

4 Gradually expand subdomains creating virtual meshing; this
allows you to control mesh consistency
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Pre-processing

Tackling complex geometries and intersections

5 Use temporary material or existence function numbers to
de�ne di�erent zones; it may help and accelerate objects
selection and hiding
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Pre-processing

Troubleshooting before running the simulation

Veri�cation of mesh consistency
Once a part of virtually meshed subdomains is terminated, execute
"Virtual mesh -> Real mesh model", and call node list with
inconsistent split.

test split consistency of mesh
for selected parts of the model

perform mesh consistency tests
even before the completion of
the �nal model ; you can always
remove the generated "Real
mesh" and continue working on
the macro model

check multiply nodes
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Pre-processing

Troubleshooting before running the simulation

Veri�cation of mesh consistency
Once a part of virtually meshed subdomains is terminated, execute
"Virtual mesh -> Real mesh model", and call 2D
Continuum/3Dcontiunuum/Shell list with inconsistent split.

remove duplicated
objects

remove elements with
negative Jacobians
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Pre-processing

Troubleshooting before running the simulation

Veri�cation of simulation stages
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Controlling nonlinear computations
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Running computations: computational module window
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Running computations: computational module window
Computational module enable:

Modifying convergence norms for forces and �uxes

Accepting current tolerance status if slow convergence is
observed and none of nonlinear solvers, neither step reduction,
do not help ("Skip to the next step")
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Controlling of computing progress: Drivers & Control

each driver can have declared di�erent convergence norms
the code recognizes whether the simulation is force or
strain-controlled
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Automatic selection of nonlinear solvers and time step
reduction/ampli�cation
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Default options for nonlinear solver and time step
reduction/ampli�cation

1 Each driver has an automatic nonlinear solver selection option
switched ON by default

in 2D, the full Newton-Raphson is set as an initial nonlinear
solver (this strategy requires computation and factorization of
the global sti�ness matrix at each iteration)
in 3D, BFGS is set as a default initial solver being the fastest
solver

2 Divergence triggers switching to another solver

3 Optionally, automatic step reduction can be activated
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Setting an automatic selection of nonlinear solvers and
automatic step reduction
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Controlling nonlinear computations

Troubleshooting during computing

1 check *.log �les; some errors associated with model
discretization can be reported

2 don't waste your time - verify intermediate stages during
long-lasting computing runs
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Controlling nonlinear computations

TROUBLESHOOTING using Log �le

Log �le may indicate:

some errors associated with model discretization can be
reported

contact overpenetration (maximum normal and tangent
gaps in contacts)

rapid divergence -> ill-posed problems or equilibrium issue;
check validity of construction stages or kinematics of failure
mechanism using Mesh deformation or Color maps with
Deformed mesh activated (PgDn/PgUp)

non-convergence -> typically, system about loosing
equilibrium, too much plasticity at the same moment, contact
issues
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Post-processing
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Post-processing

TROUBLESHOOTING using Postprocessor

Null pivot detected:

indicated in *.log

map of absolute
displacements shows
only minimal values

NB. By setting: , the scale will be adjusted to the visible objects
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Post-processing

TROUBLESHOOTING using Postprocessor

Finding the reason of null
pivot:

make visible objects
for which null pivot
can occur (truss,
beam, shell, contact)

activate mesh
deformation (PgUp)
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Post-processing

TROUBLESHOOTING in Postprocessor

Finding the reason
of null pivot:

run
troubleshooting
manager

click on node
in the list of
problems

highlight node
by clicking
Select
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

ParaView: www.paraview.org

is an open source, multi-platform data analysis and visualization
application

is known and used in many di�erent communities to analyze and
visualize scienti�c data sets

can be used to build visualizations to analyze data using qualitative
and quantitative techniques

runs on distributed and shared memory parallel and single processor
systems making the data analysis for large scale models very
e�ective

is a multi-platform application; ZSoil-produced data sets can be
visualized using di�erent operational systems (Windows, Mac OS X,
Linux, etc).
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

Since 2016, ZSoil has been o�ering the new feature that allows
ZSoil results to be exported to the �le formats that ParaView
understands.
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

possibility of applying di�erent graphical �lters

horizontal displacement
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

e�ective inspection with the aid of sections

settlement
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

customizing output variables using the Calculator �lter

map of reaction coe�cient computed for interface results (σn/uy )
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

How to visualize the color map of reaction coe�cient ks?

1 In ZSoil, export interface data to paraview format (you don't have to
export all data but you can if you need them for other purposes); consider
the reference time step if needed, especially for displacements (contact
typically appears with the structure)

2 In ParaView, open �le "�lename_cn_timeInstance.vtu". These are
interface results only for a given time instance. Click on Apply to plot the
data.

3 Apply "Cell Data to Point Data" �lter. It allows to interpolate normal
total stresses from central Gauss points (average value for 4 Gauss
points) to nodes at which displacements are computed

4 Apply "Calculator" �lter. It allows to de�ne a custom output based on
data which are collected in data vectors or scalars.

Visualizing ks : see VIDEO
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Post-processing

Paraview as an alternative postprocessor

useful for troubleshooting (discontinuities can be detected)

real-time animations
Simulation of a tunnel excavation see VIDEO
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Selected aspects of modeling
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Selected aspects of modeling

Modeling massive structures in 2D/3D with aid of
continuum elements

Massive members sometimes have to be represented by continuum elements
Q4/B8
The two special Q4 and B8 elements are implemented in ZSoil that are very
accurate but the only elastic formulation is available
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Selected aspects of modeling

Modeling massive structures in 2D/3D with aid of
continuum elements

How to retrieve sectional forces from continuum elements?

Creating MNT diagrams 2D/3D see VIDEO
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Selected aspects of modeling

Soil-structure interaction: interface elements

singular point

Contact interface is generated on edges of continuum or on structures

Interfaces can be generated between continuum-continuum (2D,3D),
continuum-beam (2D), continuum-membrane or shell (2D,3D)

A singular case appears at the connection between sheet pile wall tip and soil
(by default beam or shell is separated from continuum); to link beam element
with continuum at this point one may use option Interface/Update/Link

singular nodes but at the level of FE model

Mesh for interface elements is inherited from adjacent elements (continuum,
structures)
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: continuity/real contact mode

Interfaces can work in a di�erent manner in di�erent time steps

Possible contact interface modes:
1 Full continuity for all degrees of freedom (DOF)

(displacements, pore pressures, temperatures) on both sides of
the interface

2 Full continuity for all DOFs except pressure �eld
3 True contact behavior; in this case it can be decided how to

handle non-kinematic DOFs (pore pressures, temperature,
humidity) in the interface at the material level (switch

ON/OFF groups: � Flow , � Heat i � Humidity ).
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: �ow through thin layers

Fully permeable interface with pressure compatibility on both sides

z’ x’

z’ x’

Partially permeable k
′
x = kx h k

′
z = kz /h (h - layer thickness)

z’ x’
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: e�ective vs total stress

For permeable interfaces e�ective stress mode is always enforced!

For impermeable interfaces, e�ective and total stress are available

NB. E�ective stress mode can only take its e�ect if at least one of the adjacent

continuum elements is permeable (i.e. � Flow is ON)
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: General remarks

singular point

Interfaces are treated as any other element (existence,
unloading etc..)

If removing the interface is not de�ned for an excavation,
ZSoil will automatically do it for you during computation
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: material data

Considering a large number of materials existing in the models,
an automatic inheriting of friction angles from the adjacent
Continuum is o�ered

The same approach can be used for modeling Nails and Piles

as embedded beams in the 3D continuum
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: normal gap control

Penalty approach
kn

P P

P P

overlap
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Selected aspects of modeling - contacts

Contact interfaces: normal gap control

1 Overpenetration of adjacent bodies can be veri�ed:

quantitatively, in *.log �le (maximum)
quantitatively by selecting Element info for interface
element or previewing diagrams (2D) or color maps (in 3D) for
the Normal gap

qualitatively, by deforming the mesh in postprocessor

2 In the case of excessive overpenetration, kn multiplier can be
gradually increased and/or activate an option Augmented
Lagrangian in menu Control/Contact algorithm
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Selected aspects of modeling - shells

Slim vs thick shells

Two types of shell elements are available in 3D:

shell one layer - represented by in�nitely slim surface

shell - explicitly re�ects geometry in three directions

Typical applications:

"Slim" shell one layer "Thick" shell
• Sheet pile walls, relatively
slim slurry walls

• Slurry walls, especially
thick ones and/or signi�-
cantly loaded on the tip

• Floor slabs • Foundation rafts
• Slim temporary tunnel
supports

• Tunnel linings
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Selected aspects of modeling - shells

Thick shells - examples

Retrieving bending moments in foundation raft

System of thick shells representing thick slurry walls
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Selected aspects of modeling - shells

Thick shells - general remarks

slim shells are regarded as Q4 elements
and can be created on B8 continuum

the same set of results is computed as
for slim shells

contrary to slim shells, hydraulic or
thermal conductivity is handled

the master (red) and slave (green)
faces must lie on the same planes; use
Flip or Set master(s) on face(s)

anchors should be attached to the
master surface

Adjustment of master faces:
wrong correct
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Selected aspects of modeling - shells

Thick shells - treatment of corners

corner connection can be discretized in di�erent manners:
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Summary
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10 commandments for the FE modeler

1 Gradually adapt the level of model complexity to your experience; it
is not recommended create large scale models before preforming less
demanding 3D simulations

2 "Create models as simple as possible but not simpler"; carefully
study geotechnical reports and demanded tasks to adapt an
adequate analysis type, materials, geometries and types of FE
objects

3 Make sure that your theoretical background allows you to
consciously use the theories which are included in your model; if
not, read manual, reports, literature, discuss with other users and
perform basic, elementary simulations to verify applicability of
programmed elements and constitutive laws; driving a Ferrari with
scooter driving license is not recommended

4 Prepare high quality meshes; more you spend on generating the
mesh, faster you perform the computing and model debugging

5 Large scale models should be tested �rst using elastic materials but
considering true contact interfaces
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10 commandments for the FE modeler

6 In general, it is impossible to solve unsolvable problems; before
running calculations verify construction/excavation stages and
boundary conditions in pre-processor

7 Carefully include all meaningful excavation/construction stages
which are planned to be executed, and anticipate di�erent
geometrical or analysis cases during mesh generation

8 At the early stage of the project, make assumptions on the safe side;
it is easier to overlook some nuances if everything goes fantastic
starting from the �rst computing

9 Do not panic if a divergent or non-convergent step occurs; try to
analyze the source starting from checking boundary conditions
(usually for water pressures), model geometry (mesh split
inconsistencies), excavation/construction stages (typically wrong
order), and �nally, the material data

10 If you exhausted all your ideas trying to understand what's wrong,
or you believe that it can be a bug in the code, send a zipped inp
�le with a short description of the issue to hotline@zsoil.com
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List of useful shortcuts

Visibility of model components

Element PrePro PostPro
Macro model FE mesh

Nodes - N N
Geometrical lines and points Ctrl+G
Grid G - -
Construction lines A
Subdomains J - -
FE mesh - F -
Trusses - T T
Beams - B B
Quads - Q Q
Shells Ctrl+D D D
Interfaces I I K
Hexahedrons Ctrl+H H H
Solid BC - Ctrl+B Ctrl+B
Pressure BC - Ctrl+W Ctrl+W
Initial stresses Ctrl+I - -
Surface loads - L L
Nodal loads - Ctrl+L Ctrl+L

Temporary hide of selected objects Ctrl+T Ctrl+T -
Previous/Next step - - −/+
Mesh deformation - - PgDn/PgUp
View all - Ctrl+F -
Orthogonal view - O O
Perspective view - P P
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